Florence Earrings
Florence Earrings

Trinkets Fusion
Fabrics Designed by AGFstudio

MEADOW TRINKETS
VINTAGE FLORETS TRINKETS
FLOWER GLORY TRINKETS
FLOWER STAMP TRINKETS

FLORAL UNIVERSE TRINKETS
MANDALA HARMONY TRINKETS
GRAN PIANO TRINKETS
FLOWERED ENGRAMS TRINKETS

WALLPAPER TRINKETS
LOOMING LOVE TRINKETS

© 2018 Courtesy of Art Gallery Quilts LLC. All Rights Reserved.
FINISHED SIZE | 4” x 2”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

- Fabric A FUS-T-1404 Scraps.
- Fabric B Imitation leather Scraps.

Additional Material

- Pre made tassels or loops thread (craft cord)
- Eyepins
- Kraftex
- Silicone Glue
- Needle and thread
- Jewelry Pliers
- Jump rings
- Flat glue on post earrings

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

½” seam allowances are included.

- Four (4) of Template 1 from Fabric A
- Two (2) of Template 2 from Fabric B
- Two (2) of Template 2 from Kraftex material

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼” seam allowance.

English Paper Piece (EPP) Technique

- Start by taking your paper template #1 and wrap fabric A around paper template with a generous seam allowance on all sides. Make sure your flower prints are centered.
- Secure fabric to template temporarily with basting stitches or glue.
- Repeat the same process for the other 3 Template 1 Fabric A pieces.

- Now, take two (2) of Template 1, Fabric A pieces and place them wrong side facing.
- Take two Eyepins and place them in between the two pieces, making sure the two top eyepins are closer together than on the bottom. (Diagram 2) In order to secure the position of the eyepins, place some hot silicone glue.
- Let dry
- Now, sew basted shapes together by hand with matching thread. (Diagram 3)
• Before you finish basting your piece, find your center and place your tassel with the jump ring.

• If its more comfortable, place a drop of hot glue on the jump ring and continue basting your piece.

• Now, take Template 2 cutout pieces from Fabric B and hand stitch the edges for a cleaner look.

• Then, take your Fabric B piece and one Kraftex cut out piece from Template 2 and sandwhich the top eyepins.

• Use hot silicone glue to attach the pieces.

• Take one (1) post earring and hot glue the flat piece with the Kraftex piece.

• Let dry.

• Repeat the process for your other earring

• Enjoy your fashionable earrings!

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, We are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.